
Turning Stories Into Hundreds Of Thousands Of
Dollars – With Shane Johnston

This article is an insightful exploration of utilizing emotional storytelling in
business advertising, inspired by the strategies of Claude Hopkins and
applied success stories from our expert Shane.

Understanding and implementing these techniques is crucial as they can
significantly boost sales and profit margins by resonating with customers on
a deep, emotional level.

Working on the exercises in this activity guide will help you grasp the
essence of emotional storytelling and identify strategies to implement it in
your own business, thus driving growth and customer engagement.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"Marketing, the story, and getting that out to people [are] equally as
important as the quality and the product."

What You'll Learn From the Activity

The questions and activities have been designed to help you understand
how to employ emotional storytelling in your business advertising. They
provide you practical examples to reflect upon, promote awareness about
the potential situations you might face in your businesses and guide you on
how to handle them. It will also help in identifying key takeaways and
actionable insights from the article.



Activity
Reflect on the significance of Claude Hopkins' book "My Life in Advertising"
on modern advertising.

Write down three ways how Hopkins' strategy of emotional storytelling can
be applied to your business.

Based on Shane's quote, how do you interpret the role of emotional
narrative in influencing consumer behavior?

Identify an experience in your business that could resonate with customers
at an emotional level.

How can a narrated experience be integrated into your current business
strategy?



Recall a time when a story or narrative influenced your own purchasing
decision. Write a brief account of that.

According to Shane, what impact did narrated experiences have on his
sales?

Imagine if your sales skyrocket as a result of employing narrated
experiences in advertising, what would be your next step?

From Shane's experience, how might a 'buying tool' facilitate customers'
decision-making process? Come up with a hypothetical 'buying tool' for
your business' major product line.

How could you measure the 'profit per square foot' in your business as
inspired by Hopkins' technique?



Reflect on the importance of both product quality and storytelling in
business growth.

How does high product quality complement an enthralling story in
maintaining customer engagement?

Identify three elements in your product's story that could keep your
audience engaged.

Enumerate five ways of effectively communicating your product's story to
your target audience.



Imagine you have created a captivating story for your product. How would
you go about spreading it to your potential customers?

What would you do to maintain the balance of the quality of your product
and the significance of its story?

Based on this article, write down three lessons that you think are most
valuable for your business.

What can you implement for yourself from these lessons in the next 48
hours?

Narrate a brief story about your business or product that you think might
resonant with your audience.



If your first attempt at emotional storytelling does not result in immediate
improvements in sales, what would be your course of action?

Which points of the article had the most impact on you? Why?

Write a brief action plan based on your takeaways from this article.
Besides sales, where else do you believe storytelling could make a
difference in your business?

Share one example of good storytelling you've experienced in an ad
recently. What made it effective to you?

True or False: An emotional narrative is the key to successful advertising.



List any three benefits narrated by Shane of incorporating emotional
storytelling in advertising.

Create a brief pitch for your product/service using a narrative format.

Fill in the blanks: "_____ and _______ are equally as important as the story
in product marketing." (Refer to the quote)

Multiple Choice: What was the key to Shane's business expansion? A.
Adopting new technology B. Bringing in expert consultants C. Employing
Hopkins' tips

Based on Shane's advice and your understanding, sketch a rough plan on
how to integrate storytelling with your next advertising campaign.
Remember: Have fun and learn along the way.


